
TRANSPORT 

The Hotel Rantapuisto is located ca. 15 km east of the centre Helsinki, 22 km from airport. The address 

is: Furuborginkatu 3, Helsinki. 

The Hotel Katajanokkka is located in the centre of Helsinki. From the hotel is transport to Conference 

venue on the morning and after the day. The address is: Merikasarminkatu 1, Helsinki. 

For participants who are living in another hotel 

The bus from Hotelli Katajanokka stops in the morning at 8:20 in front of metro Station Rastila (from 

platform direction “Karavaanisilta”). 

Take care with the names of street. Helsinki is bilingual town; the streets have the Finnish name as well 

Swedish name. 

FROM AIRPORT 

Taxi 

Most easy way is take the taxi, it costs about 50 €. Every Taxi with yellow taxi shield is reliable. 

Train and Metro 

On the airport is the local train station. Take train P to Helsinki Railway station (Main station) and 

continue with Metro with line M1 to Vuosaari (see later the connection from Metro to Hotel). 

 

Tickets 

You need only one ticket for Train and Metro. You have to by ticket type 2 (or L2), two zones. It costs 

from ticket machines 5 €. When buying a ticket on the train it costs 5.50 €, in this case you have to select 

the carriage with department for ticket sales (see the advice for the trains). The price includes the 

connections in Helsinki area inside of 2 hours.  

It is also possible to buy a Helsinki region 

public transport ticket, ticket type 2 (or L2) 

from HSL ticket machines (blue one), located 

in front of the entrance to the train station 

in the corridor between the terminals. These 

machines accept chip cards and cash. Here 

you can by also day tickets (from 1 to 7 

days). 

Single tickets can be bought also at the VR 

ticket machines (green one). Two machines 

are located on the platform in front of the 

entrance from the station to the terminal 

building, and one is located in the corridor 

between the terminals, in front of the 

entrance to the train station. The VR 

machines only accept chip cards. It is also 

possible to buy train tickets to elsewhere in 

Finland. 



To buy the tickets on the train:  

The tickets are sold in the middle of the carriage. 

On the trains with two carriages, the tickets are sold in the middle of the rearmost carriage. 

The tickets sales area is indicated by the ticket sale icons displayed on the electronic displays. 

On the Main Railway Helsinki the Metro station “Rautatientori” is located in the front of it, stairs from 

the station hall leads down to station. 

To continue to the Rantahotelli (Conference Hotel) 

Take the train M1 in metro to Vuosaari, which is the end station of this line. On the platform in Vuosaari 

take the direction “Valkopaadentie”, which leads to the next level up on the terminal bridge. There is a 

Taxi station on the right hand. Taxi to Hotel costs approx. 11 €. 

From Metro Vuosaari goes Bus number 816 to the Hotel Rantapuisto, which is the end station, traveling 

time approx. 15 min. The Bus stop is as well on terminal bridge, close to Taxi station. Bus runs only once 

an hour on working days (7:33; 8:33; 9:03; 10:03; 11:03; 12:03; 13:03; 14:03; 15:03; 16:03; 17:03; 18;33; 

18:03).  

To continue to the Hotel Katajanokka  

Taxi is located on the right hand of station building (by coming from train), on the west side. The price is 

about 10 €. 

By Tram you have to take the tram number 4 on the stop “Lasipalatsi”. It is located ca. 300 m from 

Railway station on the street “Mannerheimintie”. You have to take direction “Katajanokka” and get off 

the tram on stop “Vyökatu”, which is the last stop before end station.  The hotel is on the left hand.  

General information on transport 

Ticket prices inside of Helsinki area, ticket type 1 (or L1), one zone (Conference Hotel includes to this 

area) 

Single ticket 

 

From Bus, Train or Tram 3.20 € 

From ticket machines 2.90 € 

Tram ticket from ticket machines 2.50 € 

 

Day tickets, to be purchased from ticket machines, one 

zone 

1 day   9.00 € 

2 days 13.50 € 

3 days 18.00 € 

4 days 22.50 € 

5 days 27.50 € 

 

The metro Station Rastila (station before Vuosaari, end station) is as well close to the Hotel. It does not 

have taxi station, so to get taxi will be difficult. The walking way is 1.9 km. From platform take the 

direction “Karavaanisilta”, then turn left grossing the street “Vuotie” to street “Meri-Rastilantie”, after 

1.3 km turn right on “Ramsinniementie”. After 600 m turn left to “Furuborginkatu”. The Hotel is close 

to the corner. 


